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FOREWORD 

This study was conducted by the Road 
Accident Research Unit of the University 
of Adelaide and was jointly sponsored by 
the Office of Road Safety, Commonwealth 
Department of Transport and the Australian 
Road Research Board. 

The general aims were to evaluate the 
effectiveness of many existing safety 
measures and to identify other factors 
related to accident or injury causation 
in road accidents in metropolitan Adelaide. 
The areas studied included characteristics 
of road users, the vehicles and the road 
and traffic environment. 

To achieve these aims a represent- 
ative sample of all road accidents to 
which an ambulance was called in the 
Adelaide metropolitan area was studied in 
the 12 months from March 1976. Two teams, 
each comprising a medical officer, an 
engineer and a psychologist attended 304 

randomly selected accidents and collected 
medical, engineering and sociological data. 

The findings are presented in a series 
of reports, each covering a specific topic. 
Part 1 provides an overview, and is follow- 
ed by reports dealing with pedestrians, 
pedal cyclists, motorcyclists, commercial 
vehicles, passenger cars and road and 
traffic factors. The final report in the 
series provides a summary of the findings 
and recommendations. 

Basic data from the study are held on 
computer by both the Road Accident Research 
Unit, University of Adelaide and the Aust- 
ralian Road Research Board. Access to 
these data can be arranged for bona fide 
research workers on application to the 
Australian Road Research Board. Further 
copies of this report and copies of other 
reports in the series are available from 
the Office of Road Safety, Commonwealth 
Department of Transport. 
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1 . INTRODUCTION 

A sample of road accidents to which an 
ambulance was called in the Adelaide metro- 
politan area was investigated at the scene 
by multi-disciplinary teams from the Road 
Accident Research Unit of the University 
of Adelaide. This survey,which ran for 
twelve months from 23 'larch, 1976, was 
sponsored by the Office of Road Safety of 
the Commonwealth Department of Transport 
and the Australian Road Research Board. 
Each accident was studied by an engineer, 
a psychologist and a medical officer. 
Their observations at the scene started an 
average of ten minutes after the ambulance 
was called and were supplemented by further 
investigations including interviews with 
the drivers and other active participants 
(pedestrians and cyclists), detailed 
observation of traffic behaviour at the 
accident site and examination of the 
injured persons in hospital and of the 
vehicles in towing service depots and 
elsewhere. 

An eight per cent sample, totalling 
304 accidents, was obtained of all road 
accidents as defined above. The sample 
was representative of this accident popul- 

ation by time of day and day of week. The 
purpose of this survey, the sampling 
technique and the method of investigation 
are described in detail in another report 
in this series together with a review of 
the types of accidents investigated and an 
outline of the general conclusions. 

There were 22 accidents in which a 
pedal cycle was involved in this sample 
of 304 accidents. This report contains 
a general review of these 22 accidents, 
followed by a detailed presentation of 
information obtained from interviewing 
each cyclist. The characteristics of the 
drivers whose vehicles collided with a 
pedal cycle are dealt with briefly. The 
injuries sustained by the cyclists are 
described, and specific injuries are 
related to the objects which caused them. 
A discussion of the possibilities for 
preventing accidents involving pedal cyc- 
lists, and for minimizing the severity of 
the injuries sustained in those accidents 
which do occur,precedes the final sections 
of this report which list the general 
conclusions and recommendations. 



2 .  THE ACCIDENTS 

I-Ialf of these accidents occurred between 
3 p.m. and 5 p.m. on a week day (Figure 1). 
Children riding home from school, or just 
riding around after school, accounted for 
most of the pedal cycle accidents in this 
two-hour period. In two of the three 
accidents which happened at night there 
were no lights fitted to the bicycle. 
The third of these night-time accidents 
occurred when it was raining. None of 
these cyclists,or any of the drivers of 
the striking cars, was found to have a 
blood alcohol level above .04, and only 
three had been drinking at all. 

ACCIDENT LOCATION 

The types of locations at which these 22 
accidents occurred, and the associated 
vehicle movements, are shown in Table 1. 

In a somewhat similar accident (298) 
a 13 year old girl cyclist veered to her 
right to pass a car parked in a residential 
street. A motorcyclist who was about to 
overtake thought that she was turning 
right, but as she then appeared to be 
continuing on past the parked car he moved 
to the centre of the road to allow plenty 
of room to pass both the cyclist and the 
car. At this moment the cyclist turned 
right, heading for the driveway of her 
parent's house. The motorcyclist was 
unable to avoid her, and fell from his 
machine following the collision. 

The second of the two accidents in 
this study which involved a collision 
between a pedal cyclist and a motorcyclist 
happened when a 12 year old boy, riding 
in a group of three cyclists, decided to 
take a short cut home by ridinq throuqh 

The categories shown in this Table are 
necessarily mutually exclusive, and so 
accidents could have been listed under 
either of two 'locations'. The most 
common type of pedal cycle accident in 
survey was a midblock collision with a 
motor vehicle. 

2 . 1  M I D B L O C K  A C C I D E N T S  

not the forecourt of a service station onthe 
some right hand side of the road (Accident 297). 

He broke away from his two companions and 
turned right, to cross the road, having 

this glanced back over his shoulder. He vaguely 
recalled having seen the motorcycle, but 
had not thought that it was close enough 
to bother him (he even thought, after the 
accident, that he may have mistakenly 
believed that it was travelling in the 
other direction). The motorcyclist had 
noticed the qroup of cyclists, but he did 

CYCLIST TURNED RIGHT, STRUCK BY OVERTAKING 
VEHICLE 

Four of the five cyclists involved in this 
type of collision did not look to check 
that the road was clear before they started 
to turn. They were all children, aged 
from nine to 13 years, and the careless 
way in which they turned across the road 
was similar to the manner in which most 
of the child pedestrians in this sample of 
accidents ran onto the road without looking. 

In Accident 177 a ten year old cyclist 
rode out from behind a telephone call box 
on the left hand side of the road. Ke 
swerved left around a parked car, and then 
suddenly turned right, just as a car was 
about to overtake (Figure 2). This accid- 
ent occurred at a T-junction as can be seen 
in Figure 2, but it is classified here as 
a midblock collision because the presence 
of the intersection had no discernible 
influence on the actions of either the 
driver or the cyclist (who was not intend- 
ing to turn into the intersecting road). 
The driver of the car had been drinking. 
His blood alcohol level was .03, which is 
unlikely to have been an important factor, 
particularly since a completely sober 
driver probably could not have avoided 
colliding with the cyclist. 

. - 

not expect one to turnacross in front of 
him. When he realized that one was doing 
so, he swerved to his right and tried to 
stop. He, too, fell from his motorcycle 
following the collision. 

The remaining pedal cycle accident 
in this category (Accident 276) happened 
when a nine year old boy, who was riding 
a cycle which he had had for two months, 
suddenly turned right from the far left 
side of the road. Like the girl in 
Accident 298, this cyclist also was heading 
for his home on the opposite side of the 
road. He was hit by a car as he turned. 
The driver had seen the cyclist as the boy 
rode across a four-way intersection, 
travelling in the same direction as the 
car. As he caught up with the bicycle, 
just past the intersection, the driver 
decided that the rider showed no sign of 
doing anything other than continuing 
straight ahead, and so he proceeded to 
overtake him. By the time that he real- 
ized that the cyclist was turning across 
his path it was too late to avoid a coll- 
ision. This driver said that cyclists 
should be allowed to ride on the footpath. 
Had the cyclist in this accident been 
doing so, it is possible that the driver 
would have had enough warning of the 
cyclist's change in direction to have been 
able to have avoided hitting the child. 





FIGURE 2 :  
Accident 1 7 7 .  

FIGURE 3 :  
Accident 069 .  



TABLE 1 :  PEDAL CYCLE ACCIDENTS BY LOCATION, VEHICLE MOVEMENT AND ACCIDENT NUMBER 

Vehicle Accident Location 
Movements Signalised Sign Controlled Uncontrolled Midblock Total 
(Cycle:- -+) Intersection Intersection Accidents 

(car door) 

Total Accidents 3 3 5 11 2 2 

Notes: Turning vehicle not physically involved. 

Inactive School Crossing, cyclist walking- alongside bicycle. 

Roundabout. 



The one adult cyclist who was involved 
in this type of collision was merging 
across to the centre of the road in order 
to turn right at the next intersection. 
He was on his way home from work, and 
followed this route every day. On this 
occasion he misjudged the approach speed 
of an overtaking car which, based on the 
braking skid marks, was travelling at about 
90 km/h in a 60 km/h speed limit area 
(Accident 023). 

CAR TURNED RIGHT, COLLISION WITH ONCOMING 
CYCLIST 

A 17 year old youth (Accident 284) stopped 
his car in the centre lane of a four lane 
road 'co allow another car to pass from 
the opposite direction. He then turned 
rxqht to enter a shopping centre parking 
area. As his car reached the driveway 
entrance it was hit on the left side by 
a pedal cycle. The driver had never 
driven this particular car before, and had 
not driven at all for the previous two 
months. The 15 year old cyclist was 
riding near the concrete gutter, and ashe 
approached the entrance to the shopping 
centre he veered across to his right onto 
the bitumen pavement. He was concen- 
trating on doing this, because there was 
a rough edge between the gutter and the 
road surface, and he noticed the car only 
as it suddenly turned across his path. 
He braked, but could not stop in time. 
The driver did not see the cyclist at all 
before the impact, possibly because the 
rider was in the shade of overhanging 
trees and also wearing relatively incons- 
picuous clothing. The accident occurred 
in daylight during the afternoon peak 
traffic period. 

The other collision of this type 
involving a cyclist occurred in heavy 
rain at night (Accident 069). The car 
driver turned right, after waiting for 
an oncoming car to pass, to cross the road 
and enter a parking space (Figure 3). He 
slowed down to cross a brick-paved gutter, 
and was about to accelerate into the park- 
ing space when the left front corner of 
the car hit a cyclist, who was thrown 
over the bonnet. The driver had not seen 
the cyclist at all before the impact. The 
street lighting on the approach path of 
the cyclist was good, with a sodium vapour 
lamp directly above, but the rider was 
hard to see because of the heavy rain. 
The 21 year old cyclist had seen the car 
waiting in the centre of the road, and 
had anticipated the possibility that it 
might turn across in front of him, but 
when it did so he found that he could not 
stop because the rims of the wheels on 
his bicycle were wet and the brakes were 
not effective. 

CAR DOOR OPENED IN THE PATH OF A CYCLIST 

The one accident of this type in the 
survey happened late at night (Accident 
157). The 18 year old cyclist said that 
he was riding quite fast through a signal- 

ised intersection, keeping well to the 
left on a left hand curve. On leaving the 
intersection he saw a car parked at the 
kerb ahead of him. It did not have its 
parking lights on, and appeared to be empty. 
As he was about to pass the car the driver's 
door was opened and he crashed into it, 
breaking the door off its hinges. 

The driver of the car had stopped at 
the kerb intending to go to a nearby shop. 
He had stayed in the car for a short time, 
talking with his passenger, before opening 
the car door to get out. He had not 
noticed the cyclist approaching. 

The car had high-backed front seats, 
which both restricted the driver's rear 
vision a little and may have concealed 
the occupants from the view of the cyclist. 
The bicycle was not equipped with either 
lights or fittings for lights, and the 
cyclist was wearing dark, inconspicuous 
clothing. 

SINGLE VEHICLE ACCIDENTS 

One of these three accidents was the direct 
result of the cyclist, a 69 year old man, 
suffering a stroke while riding his bicycle 
along a footpath (Accident 271). The 
other two cases each involved 16 year old 
girls who lost control of their bicycles 
when descending a steep slope. In the 
first of these two accidents (Accident 154), 
the bicycle was intended for use by a child 
of about ten years of age. The rider, 
although she owned the bicycle, had not 
ridden it for more than two years and she 
was trying to carry another girl as a 
pillion passenger. The girl in the other 
accident was on a friend's bicycle which 
she had not ridden before (Accident 214). 
She was descending a steep slope into a 
subway when the cycle began to wobble 
from side to side and she eventually fell 
off, striking the retaining wall at the 
side of the roadway. This bicycle had 
a heavy bag of books strapped to the rear 
carrier. 

2.2 COLLISIONS AT UNCONTROLLED 

INTERSECTIONS 

In three of the five accidents at uncon- 
trolled intersections a child cyclist 
turned right from the stem of a T-junction 
without allowing for the possibility that 
a car might be approaching on the inter- 
secting road (Accidents 031, 226 and 296). 
The fourth accident was at an intersection 
at which a roundabout had been installed, 
but with no 'Give Way' lines painted on 
the road (Accident 254). A child on a 
bicycle was about to turn right at the 
roundabout when he was hit on his left 
side by the front of a car which had 
approached on the intersecting road 
(Figure 4). The rider and his bicycle 
were trapped under the front of the car, 
which continued on for 60 metres past the 



F IGURE 4 :  
Accident 2 5 4 .  



impact point. The cyclist came to rest 
35 metres behind the car, which still had 
the bicycle wedged under the front bumper. 
The driver claimed that his brakes had 
failed. We were not able to get access 
to the car to check on this claim, but 
the fact that the driver continued on his 
way in the same car after the accident 
suggested that it may not have been correct. 

The remaining collision at an uncon- 
trolled intersection occurred at night 
(Accident 028). A car turned right, 
across the path of a cyclist who was rid- 
ing a bicycle which was not equipped with 
lights. The sole street lighting at the 
scene was provided by one tubular fluores- 
cent lamp. 

2.3 COLLISIONS AT SIGN-CONTROLLED 

INTERSECTIONS 

In two of the three accidents in this 
category there was evidence that the 
striking car had been travelling well in 
excess of the 60 km/h speed limit. In 
Accident 250 the cyclist turned right, past 
a Give Way sign, from the stem of a T- 
junction without looking to his left. A 
car which was approaching from the cycl- 
ist's left, at a speed of about 95 km/h, 
was unable to avoid him. Even though the 
cyclist shoulc" have given way, had the 
car been travelling at the legal speed 
limit of 60 km/h it could have been stopped 
at least 10 metres before the actual coll- 
ision point. 

The other speeding vehicle had been 
racing another car. An elderly cyclist 
had moved off from a Stop sign at the left 
of the three-lane one-way road when the 
two cars were still some distance away. 
He was hidden from the view of the driver 
of the striking car by the second car 
until just before the impact (Accident 
238, Figure 5) . As in the previous acci- 
dent, this collision may have been avoided 
had the striking car been travelling at 
the legal speed limit rather than at about 
85 km/h. 

The third accident at a sign-controlled 
intersection had no relevance to the traffic 
control sign. It involved a car which 
turned right into the stem of a T-junction, 
only to be hit by an oncoming cyclist who 
had passed a stationary bus on its left 
by riding between it and the kerb (Accident 
005). The bus driver had been held up 
by a queue of vehicles banked up from 
pedestrian-actuated traffic signals. He 
had stopped his bus clear of the entrance 
to the side-street to allow vehicles wait- 
ing to turn right to clear the inter- 
section. 

2.4 COLLISIONS AT SIGNALISED LOCATIONS 

the signals was directly relevant in only 
one case, Ac,cident 107. In this accid- 
ent the cyclist, although turning right 
with a green arrow (or possibly at the 
start of the yellow phase), failed to 
clear the intersection during the inter- 
green period and was hit by an oncoming 
car which had entered the intersection 
from the kerb lane (Figure 6). The car 
had moved across into this lane to pass 
vehicles which were stationary in the 
other three lanes, and continued on into 
the intersection, without slowing down, 
as the signal turned to green. The 
cyclist had covered 37 metres from the 
STOP line, and still had another eight 
metres to go to clear the intersection 
completely, when she was struck by the 
car. 

The intergreen period for right- 
turning traffic was four seconds, includ- 
ing a three second yellow. This meant 
that a vehicle which commenced a right 
turn when the signal changed from green 
to yellow had to average 40 km/h to clear 
the intersection before oncoming traffic 
got a green signal. This is obviously 
an unrealistic requirement for a pedal 
cyclist. 

An all-red period of one second may 
have been selected for this turning move- 
ment on the assumption that the oncoming 
vehicles have a clear view of any turning 
vehicles, but this is not necessarily so, 
as this accident demonstrates. Increas- 
in9 the all-red period to four seconds 
would make the intersection safer, but 
even then a cyclist would have to average 
23 km/h to be clear of the intersection 
before oncoming traffic entered. This 
topic is discussed at greater length in 
the companion report on road and traffic 
factors. 

The cyclist in Accident 030 appeared 
to have been approaching a four-way 
signalised intersection too fast to 
have been able to take safe avoiding 
action when a car began to turn right, 
across his path. Although the car 
stopped before completing the turn the 
cyclist, who had swerved to his left, 
could not stop and fell from his bicycle 
when it hit the kerb. 

The traffic signals were not operat- 
ing at a School Crossing which was being 
used by a cyclist who was walking along- 
side her bicycle across a four-lane 
priority road (Accident 087). Despite 
the fact that the crossing was not activ- 
ated, and therefore had no legal signif- 
icance, this accident is included in this 
category because the cyclist chose to 
cross at this point on her way home from 
work each day; possibly being encouraged 
to do so by the presence of the pavement 
markings and a raised median refuge. The 
driver of the striking car said that he 
did not see the 'cyclist' until she was 
almost directly in front of him, because 
he had just pulled out to pass the car 
ahead of him. 

There were three pedal cycle accidents at 
signalised locations, but the presence of 



FIGURE 6 :  Accident 107 .  



There vtere 22 pedal cyclists among the 537
active participants in this survey, and
each of these cyclists was intervíewed
some tlme after the accident. one other
person, a girl aged 15, \,¡as a passenqer on
a bicycle. She is not included in this
section.

3. I DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS

AGE AND SEX

Seventeen of the pedal cyclists were males
and five were females. Their ages ranged
from nine to 70 years, with half of them
being less than 17 years of age (Table 2).

MARITAL, EDUCATIONAL AND OCCUPATTONAL
STATUS

Nei-ther the marital nor the educational
status of these pedal cyclists appeared
to be a relevant factor j-n any of these
acciclents. l.lore than hal-f the cyclists
were students, as would be expected from
the age distribution shov¡n in Table 2.

Unskilled workers were the second
most numerous occuPational group, after
the stud.ents noted above. Two other
cyclists were pensioners, and a further
tvro vrere unemployed (Table 3). This may
reflect a relatively high dependence upon
pedal cycles as a mode of transport by
persons who are among the lower socio-
economic groups in the communitY.

3.2 PHYSIOLOGICAL CONDITION

ALCOHOL INTOXICATION

The consumpti-on of alcohol in the 12 hour
period prior to the accident was reported
by two cyclists. In each case the
cyclist said that he had consumed only one
glass of an alcoholic beverage at the
house of a friend or relative less than
two hours before being involved in the
acci-dent.

Although 2I of the cyclists were
admitted to hospi-tal as a consequence of
the accident, blood samples were not
obtained from eight of them. Seven of
these eight cyclists were less than 14
years old and thus were not legallY
required to submit to this procedure. The
remaining cyclist was categorized on
admission to hospital as a cerebrovascular
accident case rather than as being from a
vehicle accident (Accj,dent 271) and so a

blood sample v/as not taken. However'
there was no evidence to suggest that any
of these eight cycllsts had been consuming
alcohol prior to their accident.

Of the 13 cyclists from whom a blood
sample was taken in hospital, 12 recorded
blood alcohol concentrations (BACs) of
zero and one a BAC of 0.01. The only
pedal cyclist who was not taken to hospital
recorded a BAC of zero in a breath test
administered at the accident site by a
member of the research team.

Alcohol intoxication of the Pedal
cyclist \,tas not a factor in the causation
of these 22 accidents,

PRESCRIPTTON AND NON-PRESCRIPTION DRUGS

Two cyclists reported that they were
taking prescribed drugs: antibiotics as
treatment for a minor infection (Accident
157) and bronchoclilators for a minor
chest condition (Accident 271). Neither
treatment v¡ou1d be expected to produce
any impairment of Performance.

l:lone of these cyclists reported taking
non-prescription legal or i1lega1 drugs
prior to their accidents.

MEDICAL CONDITION AND FATIGUE

For 19 of the pedal cyclists there was
no evidence of a disabling medical condit-
ion at the time of the accident. While
another two participants were suffering
from minor ailments, a minor infection and
a minor diabetic condition respectively,
no apparent disability derived from either
condition. However, as noted above, one
cyclist (Accident 271) suffered a cerebro-
vascular accident when riding along a
footpath, \^tith the resulting left hemip-
legia and associated impairment of function
of the right side of the body causing hirn
to fa1l from his cycIe. In this case the
medical condition of the pedal cyclist
clearly constituted a significant dis-
abíIity. The medícal history of this
participant indicated a transient right
hand v¡eakness several weeks prj-or to the
accident. No other evidence of relevant
past illness emerged from these partici-
pants.

The state of fatj-gue of the cyclist
was necessarily a subjective judgement,
and was identified crudely by a comparison
of recent sleep patterns with the normal
sleeping habits of the individual.
Assessed on this basís, fatigue did not
appear to be a significant factor under-
1yin9 the performance of these pedal
cyclists.

3. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PEDAL CYCLISTS
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3.3 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

VfSION AND HEAR]NG

None of the cyclists had any sj-gnificant
hearing 1oss. Snel-len tests of visual
acuity and Ishihara Tests for colour btind-
ness afso did not reveal any relevant
deficits as far as the cyclist's accident
involvement vras concerned nor \¡ras the wear-
ì-ng, or non-wearing, of corrective lenses
a significant factor.

CONSPICUITY OF TIIE CYCLIST

In eight of the 19 collision accidents the
lack of conspicuity of the cycfist v/as a
factor in the failure of the driver to
have seen the cyclist in time to have taken
more effective avoiding action. These
eight accidents include the three v¿hich
occurred at night. One of the night
accidents happened in heavy rain, but in
the other two the pedal cycle vras not
fitted with lights.

3.4 PSYCHOLOGICAL CONDITION

EFFECT OF THE JOURNEY SCHEDULE

Twenty of these 22 cycl.isLs reported that
there were no rigid schedules associated
with their journeys. The other two
cyclists reported that prior to the acci-
dent they had been running late and so
they had been riding J-ess cautiously than
usual. One of them, a ma.Ie aged 54 years
(Accident 250), was travelling to work,
The other, a boy of nine years (Accident
296), having realj-sed he was late return-
ing home, was cycJ-ing hurriedly in pursuit
of a friend in order to retrieve the pedal
cycle that the friend had borrowed.

SOCfAL INTERÀCTIONS AND EMOTIONÀL STATE
BEFORE THE JOURNEY

OnIy one cyclist reported having had social
i-nteractions that were other than routine
in nature before starting out on the jour-
ney that resulted in the accident. Yet
even for this individual, as for the others,
there was no evidence to suqgest that his
performance prior to the accident rnight
have been infl-uenced by the nature of
these social interactions.

AÌ1 but three of the pedal cycllsts
described their emotional state prior to
starting their journey as being unemotional
or contented. The performance of tv¡o of
the remaining three pedal cyclj-sts may
have been, at least to some extent, a
reflectj-on of their emotionaf state prior
to the journey. For example, one J-6 year
o1d cyclist (AccidenL 2I4) sugqested that
one of the factors underlying her inapprop-
riately rapid cìescent into a subway may
have been her continued pre-occupation
v/ith forthcoming examinations. The
events preceding the accident of the other

person (Accident 296) have been descrj-bed
above in connection with his journey
schedule.

BMOTÏONAL REACT]ONS AND PREOCCUPATIONS
BEFORE THE ACCIDENT

These cyclists' recollections of their
emotional reactions immediately prior to
the accident again suggested that their
pre-accident performance $/as rarely
affected by some transient emotional state.
HovJever, two instances which may have been
of some signíficance were reported. The
circumstances of one accident (296) already
have been presented. In the other accid-
ent another young male cyclist (Accident
297) wlno turned into the path of an over-
taking motorcycJ-e reported that he had been
excited by the prospect of his forthcoming
school camp.

Six cyclists reported sorne mental
preoccupation prior to the accident, and
thís preoccupation may have had a signif-
icant infl-uence on the performance of
four of them. The relevant circumstances
of these accidents (2L4, 250, 296 and 297)
have been discussed previously in thj-s
section.

IIJCIDENTS DUR]NG TFIE JOURNEY

None of these cyclists could recal1 any
unexpected incj-dents during the journey
which could have affected their likefi-
hood of being involved in an accident.

SUM¡'IARY: PSYCHOLOGïCAL CONDITION

Four of these 22 cyclists may have been
influenced to some degree by their psycho-
logical condition before the accident,
But even in these four cases it was not
possible to assess realistically the
importance of these psychological factors
in relation to that of the other causaf
factors which \"/ere present in these
accidents.

3.5 EXPERIENCE

CYCLING EXPERIENCE

ÌIineteen of the 22 pedal cycles were
owned by the rider, one r/r'as owned by a
parent of the rider, and two belonged to
the rider's friends. Of the 20 cycles
owned by the rider or the rider's family,
18 were being used regularly by the
accident-lnvolved cyclist. Thus, regard-
Iess of pedaf cycle ownership, four of
the cycles were not being ridden regularly
by the cyclist who was involved in the
accident.

In two of the four accidents i-n \^¡hich
the rider was not familiar with the
bicycJ-e it seemed unlikeJ-y that this had
any sígnì-ficant effect on the rider's
ability to operate it safely. Although
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one of these two cyclists had purchased
his bicycle only a few days before the
accident (Accident 254), the cycle rvas
very similar to his previous model an<l
the other cyclist (Àccident 296) was
riding a friend's bicycle, that \,ras the
same model as his own, l{hich he rode
regularly.

However, for the remaining two of
these four cases a lack of recent exper-
ience with the pedal cycle did appear
to have been an important factor. Tn
Accident l-54 the cyclist was a Ì6 year
o1d girl v¡ho had ov¡ned the bicycle for
six years but had ridden it very infre-
quently during the two years precedi.ng
the accident. This peclal cycle was of
the so-called 'hi-riser' design and was
intended for use by a much younger and
therefore smal-fer, rider. This physical
incompatibility betrveen the rider and the
bicycle \¡/as compounded by the presence
of a pillion passeng'er, similar in stature
to the rider, who vras being carried on
the same seat, As the speed of the cycle
increased when descending a hill the
cycle began to wobble ancl the ricler l-ost
control. The pillion passenger jumped
off at this stage, possibly accentuating
the rider's difficulty ì-n controlling the
bicycle. Soon afterwards the rider fe11
off.

In the other accident in which the
rider's inexperience was an important
factor (Accident 2f4) another 16 year old
girl, who seldom rode a pedat cyc1e, lost_
control and subsequently fell from a
friendrs bicycle while travelli-ng very
rapidly dor.vn into a subway. A heavy load
attached to the rear carrier of the cycle
may have made her tasl< more clifficult.

ACCIDENT FIISTORY

Seventeen of the 22 pedal cyclj-sts
reported that this was tlle fírst time
that they had been involved in a road
accident. Four of the remai-ning five
riders had each been involved in one
previous accident, but only one of these
was a pedal cycle accident and that was
a very minor one, The remaining person,
a middle-aged male, recalled being invol-
ved in at least three minor accidents as
a cyclist. By virtue of his age and his
reliance on cycling as a mode of transport
his exposure to the risk of beinq involved
in an accident woufd have been greater
than that of many of the other cyclists
in this survey, but there was also some
evidence that he had been i-r'rvolved in at
least one non-vehicular accident. His
general background history suggested that
he was at least mildly mentally retarded
and so it is possible that his accident
history may have reffected the l_ess effic-
ient accurnulation and processing of inform-
ation that often characterises the perform-
ance of even mildly retarded individuafs.

FAMILIARITY WfTË TF]E ACCIDENIT ENVIRONMENT

Äpart from one person for whom this inform-
ation was not obtained, only one cyclist
coufd not recall any previous exposure to
the accident environment. The accident
in which this cyclist vras involved (Acci-
dent 2f4) has been discussed under 'Cycling
Experiencer . Table 4 fists the frequency
with which the other cyclj-sts had been
exposed to the accj.dent site.

SUMMARY: EXPERIENCE

A lack of fam-iliarity with the pedal cyc1e,
and v¡ith the conditions under which it
rvas being used at the time of the accident,
r¡/as an im.portant causal factor in two of
the accidents. Neither of these two
cyclists had been riding a bicycle regularly,
and both were lnvofved in singrle vehicle
accidents. The accident site itsetf was
not familiar to one of these two riders.
Only one of the 22 cycl-isLs had a history
of more than one pedal cycle accident.

3.6 ERRORS MADE BY PEDAL CYCLISTS

FAILURE TO ACCOPIMODATE TO A VISUAL
RESTRICTION

The field of view of 12 cyclists was
restricted by some temporary or permanent
obstruction. The types of these obstruc-
tions are listed in Table 5, together with
an indícation of their relevance to the
causation of the accident.

In two of the six cases in which there
was a relevant obstruction to vision there
v/as some doubt as to whether the cyclist
even bothered to look in the appropriate
direction. Three of the other four
cyclists r¡,¡ere children who failed to give
way to a car at a T-junction. Their view
of the car was obstructed by trees, shrubs
and,/or a garden fence.

SECONDARY ACTIVTTTES

Three cyclists could not remember whether
they had been trying to pay attention to
something other than riding along the
road immediately before the accident, but
17 other cyclists were sure that they
irad not been engaged in any secondary
activity. The two rernaining cyclj-sts
could recall some activity of this type:
one was av/are of the presence of a vehicle
close behincl her (Accident 214) and the
other was concentrating on a parked
vehicle which he had veered to his right
to pass (Accident 177) . Flovrever, neither
of these two cyclists appeared to have
been involved .in their accident because
they had not been concentrating fu11y on
ridinq t.heir bicycles.
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TAELE 4] PEDAL CYCLISTSI FRECIUENCY OF EXPOSURË TO THE ACCIDENT SITE

Frequency of Exposure

Daily
Weekly (1 to 4 times per week)

Monthly (1 to 3 times per month)
Annually (1 to 3 tímes per year)
Nevèr before
Not relevant (AccidenL 27I\
Unknown

Number of Cyclists

L2

4

2

I
1

I
I

Total 22

TABLE 5: VISUAL RESTRICTTONSI FREOUENCY AND RELEVANCE FOR PEDAL CYCLISTS

Number of Cyclists
ÀI1 Restrictions

10

4

1{1) *

2

2 (2',)

Rel-evant Re strictions

None

Moving traffic
Stationary traffic
Roadside objects (man-made)

Roadside objects (trees, etc.)
Objects on or beyond property

boundaries

22 22

* number in parentheses indicates a second visual restriction.
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TNADEQUATE ¡{O}IITORTNG OF THE RELEVANT
ENVÏRONMENT

Six cyclists failed to look carefufly
enough for approaching traffic, if they
looked at all, before they started the
manoeuvre that preceded the accident.
None of the six v/ere hindered by an obstr-
uction to their view of the other vehicle'
or were engaged in any secondary activity.

Five of these six cyclists were
attempting to cross to the right hand side
of the road from a position cfose to the
left hand kerb when they were hit l-.y a car
or a motorcycle. Four of the five were
children, aged from nine to 13 years. The
fifth !t'as a middle-aged man t¡hose inspection
task was rnade more difficult by the unusually
high (90 km,/h) approach speed of the strik-
ing car. Tt may be that the frequency of
this type of error could be reduced by
requiring that pedal cycles be fitted with
a rear vision mirroi:.

The sixth cyclist in this group rode
into the side of a car which turned across
his path (Accident 284). This rider, a
15 year o1d boy, was concentrating on
moving away from a concrete gutter to
avoi-d a rough section of pavement adjoining
the edge of the gutter. It is possible
that he could have avoided the turning car
had he been watching it when it began to
turn.

RID]NG WTTHOUT LIGHTS AT NTGHT

Two of the three cyclists v¡ho were involved
in accidents at night were riding pedal
cycles which were not fitted with lights.
These accidents have been descri-bed earlier
ln this report, where it was noted that
the absence of Ìights on the bicycles was
an important factor in the causation of
bhese two accidents. In this context it
is interesti-ng to note that only eight
of the 22 pedal_ cycles in this survey
r,vere fitted with lights.

FAILURE TO SIGNAL INTENTIOI.] TO TURN RIGHT

Ten cyclists shoufd have signalled their
intention to make a right turn immediately
before they were hit by another vehicle.
In five of these accidents any failure
to signal would not have made any differ-
ence to the eventual outcome. One of
these five cycli-sts said that he did not
signal, but we could not be sure whether
or not the other four had done so.

The failure of the remaining five
pedal cyclists to provide the appropriate
hand signal to indicate the intended
manoeuvre was a significant error that
contributed to their accident ínvolvement.
These five accidents, all of which have
been discussed in earlier sections, invol-
ved pedal cycl-ists turning right and j-nto
the path of an overtaking vehicle. In
each of these accidents the driver or
motorcyclist saj-d that he had been aware of
the presence of the pedaf cyclist, but had
not rece.ived any prior ind-icati-on of the

cyclist's intended manoeuvre, As has
been pointe<1 out, four of the five cyclists
were chil-dren. They were ag'ed from nine
to 13 years.

NO APPARENT ERROR

Four, or possibly five, of these 22
cyclists did not appecar to have corìmitted
any error which was significant in the
causation of their accident. One of
these accidents was the direct result of
an unexpected and clisabling medical con-
dition, and in three others the errors of
the other party were such that, from the
viewpoint of the pedal cyclist, the
accident was unavoidable. In the fifth
case, the phasing of the traffic signals
did not ensure that a cyclist could
complete a right turn in safety.

LEGAL RESPONSTBILITY: PEDAL CYCLIST

The frequency and nature of the offences
committed by these cyclists against the
Road Traffic Act are shown in Table 6.
Eight cyclists \^rere thought, by the res-
earch team, not to have committed any
offence of this type in the accident
whj-ch was studied. Riding without due
care and failure to give way were the
tvro most common offences (allocating no
more than one offence to each cyclist).
Of the 14 cyclísts who were thought to
have committed an offence, nine were juv-
eniles. and they are not often prosecuteC
(although one was ¡ for riding a cycle
without a light at night). Three of the
five adults in this group of f4 cyclists
were involved in accidents in which the
other vehicle was exceeding the speed
Iinit by a wide margin. This coulcl have
been consiclered to have been a mitigating
factor when deciding whether to charge
the cyclist v/ith an offenceo but the
fact that these cars had been speeding was
not recorded by the police officers who
attended these accidents. In the two
remaining cases involving offending cyc-
lists the driver of the car r^/as charged
with an offence, and the cycllst was not.
In summary, none of the five adult cyc-
fi-sts who could be shown to have committed
an offence against the Road Traffic Act
was chargeC with having done so.

During the follow-up interviews it
v¡as learnt that all but one of th-e 22
cyclists understood correctly those sec-
tions of the Road Traffic Act v¡hich were
relevant to their actions j-mmediately
before the accident. this information
was not relevant ín the remaining accident.
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TABLE 6: PEDAL CYCLISTS¡ OFFENCES AGAINST THE ROAD TRAFFIC ACT

Nature of Offence Number of Cyclists

Riding without due care

Failure to give way

Unlit cycle at night

Carrying a passenger on a cYcle

Overtaking on the left

No offence

5 (4¡ r'

s (3)

2 (1)

I
1

B

Total 22

*numbers in parentheses are for juvenile offenders.

TABLE 7: DRIVERS AND MOTORCYCLE RIDERS INVOLVED IN PEDAL CYCLE

ACCIDENTSI AGE AND SEX

.Age (years)
Sex

ffi Total

6

4

3

1

3

16-19
20-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
Over 54

6

4

2

1

2

1

t

Total 15 2 t7

I
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4 . CHARACTER I ST I CS OF THE DR I VERS

This section contains a brief review of
the relevant characteristics of the drivers
and riders whose vehicles collided with a
pedal cycle. As noted earlier in this
report, four of the pedal cycle accidents
involved onty the cyclist, and so there
were 18 coltisions with other vehicles.
In one accident (157) the col-lision was
with an opening door of a stationary car.

two cases the driverts moderate level of
intoxication was unlike
buted significantlY to
the accident.

1y
the

to have contri-
causation of

LEGAL RESPONSIBILITY: DRIVER

AGE AND SEX

There were 15 males among the 17 drivers
or riders whose vehicles collided with a
pedal cyclist (rab1e ?). The driver who
ópened ã car door in the path of a cyclist
was also a mafe. Ten of the 15 male
drivers of a moving motor vehicle v¡ere
under 23 Years of age.

As noted earlier in this report' the
cyclisÈ who rode into an oPened door was
oþerating a bicycle without lights at night.
He was not charged with this offence, but
the driver of the car was charged vrith open-
ing a door to endanger another road user.

Seven of the other seventeen drívers
or riders were considered by the research
team to have committed an offence against
the Road Traffic Act. Three of these
offences were tfail to stand' and one was
'fail to give way' and all four drivers
were charged with the appropriate offence.
Three other drivers were exceeding the
urban area speed limit by a wiite margin,
but the relevant physical eviitence (skid
marks due to braking) was not recorded by
the investigating police officer and so
no charges were 1aid. The estimated
speed before braking for these three cars
ranged from 85 to 95 km,/h.

ALCOHOL INTOXICATION

Blood atcohol levels r¡tere obtained for 14
of these 17 drivers or motorcycle riders.
The other three drivers all appeared to
have been sober at the time of the accident.
Two drivers had positive BACs: one at 0.03
and the other at 0.04. fn each of these
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TABLE B: OVERALL INJURY SEVERITY FoR EACH TYPE oF ROAD USER

Overall Severi (Per Cen¡¡ *
era evere er ous a

Type of Road User

Pedestrian
Pedal Cycli-st
Motorcyclist
Car Occupant
Occupant of Light

Commercial Vehicl_e
Occupant of Heavier

Commercial Vehicle
Bus Occupant

All Road Users

*Note

2.3
4.3
3.7

52 .0

tt.4
8.7
7.5
r.1

44

23

80

727

25.0
2r.7
37 .5
32.9

20 -0

14.3
72.7

20.5
39.1
30.0
11.0

26.7

4.8
9-r

29.5
2I .7
16.2
2.r

5.0
0-1

4.5
4.3

0.8

6-8

Total
Number
of Cases

15
P
@

53. 3

81.0
r8.2

2I
11

44.5 32 -5 13.9 5.0 2.3 1.0 0.9 92r

severity of injury than was actually the case.g a large number of passeng"rs, posãib1y as rnanyion al_most alI of these passengers transferredoccupants are also not represented in thisthe accident. One of thèm probably was injured,



TABLE 9: PEDAL CYCLISTS! FREOUENCY AND SEVERITY OF INJURY BY BODY REGION

All Injuries Severe* Injuríes
Body Region

IIead

Face

Neck

Shoulder

Upper Arm

EIbow

Forearm

Wrist/hand,

Back

Chest

Àbdomen

Pelvis

rhigh

Knee

Lower leg

Ankler/foot

No. of Persons

15

I2

2

6

4

3

5

2

3

I
3

7

5

5

5

Per Cent No. of Persons

3

2

I

I

1

4

2

4.3

3.2

8.5

2.L

3.2

3.2

3.2

9.6

6.4

6.4

5.3

5.9

L7.6

23.5

11. I

Total Injuries: % 100.0

: No. 94

*
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TABLE l0: PEDAL cYcLISTsr FREouENcy AND sEVERITy oF INJURy By oBJEcr coNTAcrED

AI1 rn UTIES Severe* fnjuriesObiect Contacted on ac s ersons Contacts
ñõ. I

Persons
No. I No No

Bonnet,
upper surface

Bonnet,
leading edge

Front bumper

Front mudguard,
leading edge

I{indscreen
glass

Front corner post
(A pi11ar)

Side doors
(exterior)

Side door
(open, interior)

Front wheel/tyre

Other front of car

Pedal cycle

Motorcycle
chain guide

Road surface

Object not known

8t# I3.5 15 .9ð

7 L 7.4

3 3.2

1 1.1

2t 2.r

r 1 f .1

3 3.2

6

3

1

2 11.8

2 11.8

1 5.9

2

2

I

1

1

1

lr

4

11

6t

l-.1

4.3

1.1

6.4

23.54

1

1

I

5

1

1

1

54x

2

1.1

57 .4

2.I

1

20

2

1r 5.9

6 35.3 3

Total contacts: 94ro 100.1 17 I 100.1

* ATS > 3,

# Superscript indicates number of listed contacts rated as 'possible'.
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5. THE CONSEOUENCES OF PEDAL CYCLE ACCIDENTS

5. I THE INJURI ES

The overafl severity of the injuries sus-
tained by cyclists is reviewed in Èhis
section, together v¡ith the nature of the
injuries and the objects which were con-
tacted by each cyclist.

OVERALL INJURY SEVERTTY

The distribution of overall injury sever-
ity for each category of road user in this
survey is listed in Tat'le 8. It can be
seen in this Table that, apart from fatal
cases, pedaf cyclists tended to receive
more severe j-njuries than any category
of road user other than pedestrians. over
34 per cent of the pedal cyclists sust-
ained severe injuries, compared to 52 per
cent for pedestrians, 29 per cent for
motorcyclists and four per cent for car
occupants. One pedal cyclist, a pillion
passenger, was not injured.

INJURY SEVERITY SCORE

whereas 61 per cent of pedal cyclists in
this survey had an rnjury Severity Score
(ISS) whi-ch was greater than 4, the corr-
esponding percentage for pedestrians was
6f , \t¡ith 53 for motorcyclists and 13 per
cent for car occupants.

BODY REGIO}IS INJURED

The average number of injuries for the
22 pedaj- cyclists who were injured was
between four and five. One cyclist
sustained more than the nine separate
injuries whj-ch can be coded in the crash
injury computer file used in this study,
The severely injured cyclists, as would
be expected, had a higher mean number of
injuries per person (between five and six)
of which, on average, t'r',¡o were rated as
being severe or even more serious.

The frequency of injury to each body
region is shown in Table 9. As v¿as the
case with the pedestrians in this survey,
B0 per cent of the ínjuries sustained by
these cyclists \n/ere to the extremities
(arms and legs) or to the head or face.
The head was the most frequently injured
body region, vrith concussion accounting
for 70 per cent of these injuries.
Although the face was the second most
frequently injured body region, the
rnjuries were mostly mi-nor, two thirds of
them being abrasions,

. Almost half of the severe, or worse,injuries vrere sustained by one cycfist,the t3 year old boy in ecËiaent ZS¿. His

j.njuries comprj-secl brain damage, a flai-1
chest and a ruptured diaphragm (a11 rated
4 on the AIS severity scaÌe), a ruptured
spfeen, a fracture of the cervical spine,
a compolrnd fracture of the skufl, a 1ac-
erated mesocolon, and damage to the facial
nerve (a11 AIS = 3), fractures of the
maxilla, clavicle and scapula, and abras-
ions over the t::unk, upper arms, face and
head. As noted above, the computer data
file from which Table t has been const-
ructed allows for the recording of only
the nine most severe injuries. conse-
quently severaf significant injuries to
this cycfist do not appear in that Table.

The most conìmon severe i-njuries
were severe concussion or brain damage
(four cases) and fractures of the femur
(aIso four cases).

5.2 OBJECTS CAUSING lNJURY

In the companion report on pedestrian
accidents the difficulties inherent in
determining what object caused a specific
injury rvere discussed in some detaif.
once again, the association of a gj-ven
object with a particular injury has been
rated as 'certain', tprobable' or tposs-
ible' . lfe have found it necessary to
assign a 'possible' rating in ten instances
and runknownr in two others (Table I0),

ROAD SURFACE

Contacts with the road surface were the
direct cause of more than haLf of all
injuries, and of more than one third of
the severe (ArS > 3) injuries. The most
conmon injury from this cause was abrasions,
which were often extensive, but the six
severe injuries were all to the head, face
or neck. Four of these six severe injur-
ies were to one person, the 13 year old
cyclíst in AccidenL 254. The exact kine-
matics of that collision are not certain,
but it appeared as though his cycle, which
vras hit on the left side by the front of
the car (Frontispiece), became trapped
under the front bumper and. was pushed
along for 60 metres. At about 15 metres
from the coflision point the left front
wheel of the car ran up over the concrete
kerb at the corner. The chil-d's head and
facial ì-njuries were probably caused by
his being shunted into thj-s kerb while
stiIl entangled with the bicycle which
was under the front of the car. IIe came
to rest some ten metres further on but the
car, stilI dragging the bicycle, did not
stop until it had travelled a further 35
metres. The cyclist's internal- injuries 'comprising a flail chest, ruptured diaph-
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ragm, ruptured spleen and torn mesocolon,
may also have been caused during this kerb
impact but were probably a more direct
result of being run over by the l-eft front
wheel of the car. These internal injuries,
the first two of whi-ch made breathing extr-
emely difficuft, could v;el-1 have been
fataf in the absence of readily availabfe
emergency care. The multiplicity and
severity of the injuries inflicted on thi_s
cyclist were afmost entirely attributabfe
to the unexplained failure of the driver
of the car to stop as soon as possible
(which should have been wlthin about I0
metres) after the collision,

The other two severe injuries attri-
butable to contact with the road surface
were a fractured mandible and broken teeth(in Accident 154) and severe concussion il:
Accident 276.

UPPER SURFACE OF BONNET

The three cyclists who had lnjuries which
were due to contact with the upper: surface
of the bonnet were al1 concussed as a
consequence of this ímpact. fn two cases
the cyclists were of simj-lar age and
stature and were hit by the same make and
model of car (a Ford Falcon). The head
irnpact j-n each accident was located on the
gri1le coveri-ng the plenum chamber, just
to the rear of the bonnet itself" In
Accident 023 one or two hairs were stuck
to the deformed panel (Figure 7), whereas
in Accident 250 a smaff blood stain matched
up with a sma.l-I laceration on the cyclist's
scalp (Figure B). The impact speed, as
estímated from the location of debris and
from the statement of a witness in relating
the collision point to the end of the
braking skid marks, was abouÈ 50 km/h in
Àccident 023, and about 60 kmlh in Accident
250. These speed estimates may be in
error by as much as 10 to 15 km/h, but it
seems to be probable that the impact speed
in the latter case vras the higher of the
two because the heacl irnpact point was
slightly further: l¡ack and part of the
force of the impact was taken by the base
of the wi¡ldscreen. This may account for
the more severe concussion sustained by
this cyclist, compared to the one in ilcci-
dent 023, since the base of the screen is
a far rnore ri-gid structure than the grilte
over the plenum chamber.

The windscreen \^/as shattered in
Accident 250, but not in Accident 023.
This di-fference was reflected in extensive,
though minor, scalp lacerations which were
attributed to the shattered glass in
Accident 250, and the absence of such
lacerati-ons in Accident 023. But boilr
cars had minor damage to the leading edge
of the roof, above the windscreen (Figure
B, arrowed) which suggests that some part
of the cyclist contacted that area of the
exterior of the car in each accident.

The forward part of the bonnet of
the car was more severely damagecl in Acci-
dent 023 than -in Accident 250. This
<lamage vras likely Lo have been associated

with bruisi-ng of the cyclist's lower back
and hip.

LEADTNG EDGE OF BONNET

Two of the injuries resul_ting from im.pacts
wíth the leading edge of the bonnet were
rated as being severe; they were both
fractures of the femur. In Accident 03I
the ten year old cyclist failed to yield
to a car at a T-junction. gis rlght
thigh was struck by the leading edge of
the bonnet, which fractured his femur.
The bonnet of the car, a 1965 Xp model
Ford Falcon, vras virtually undamaged. In
Accident 226, Lhre bonnet of a 1963 EH
LIoIden was deformed, but the t4 year old
cyclist, who had also failed to yield at
a T-junction, sustained a fracture of the
right femur.

LEADTNG EDGE OF THE FRO}IT MUDGUARD

This section of a car is often sim.ilar in
shape to the leading edge of the bonnet,
but may have a more riqid underlying
structure. The injury potentials of
these two parts of the car are similar,
however, as ís lflustrated by the preced-
ing exarnples and Accident 276, in which a
nine year o1d boy turned across in front
of an overtaking car. The slightly-
protruding left front corner of the car(Figure 9 ), a J-972 Toyota Corona, struck
the child high on his right hj_p. The
resultinq superficial injury was slj_ght(Figure 10) but his femur was fractured
at the top of the shaft,

FRO\IT BUMPER BAR

The two severe injuries caused by the
fr<¡nt bumper bar were both fractures of
the lower 1eg. In Accj-dent 023, which
rvas discussed in connection with the
upper surface of the bonnet, the rider
sustained a compound fracture of the
tibia and fíI:ula. Tn Àccident 226, ai-so
noted above, the young cyclì_st received
a simple fracture of the tibia in addition
to a fractured femur.

PEDAL CYCLE

Most. of the injuries caused by some comp-
onent of the pedal cycle were minor, and
were a result of the bicycle being impacted
by thg strì-king car and, in turn, impacting
the rider's leg which was not trapped
betvreen the bicycle and the car. Tn Acci-
dent 177 the ten year old cyclist's l-eft
femur was fractured, even though hj_s
bicycle was struck on the right hand side.
The most likely cause of this injury was
the long seat on his 'hi-riser' bicycle,
although there may have been a subsequent
impact with the front corner post of the
car -
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FIGURE 7 Damage resulting from impact by cyclist's
head. Accident 023.

FIGURE 8: Damage resulting from collision with cyclist
Note smal1 dent in trim above windscreen
(arrowed). Accident 250.
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FIGURE 9: Damage to car in Accidett 276. Note buckling
of panel above wheel arch. Impact point
corresponding to mark on cyclistts Èhigh
(Figure 10) is arrowed.

Cyclist injured in Accident 276. Nore
abrasions to back from the road surface
and mark on thigh, over site of fracture
of femur, due to the leading edge of the
front mudguard. (See also Figure 9.)

FIGURE 10:
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5.3 KINEMATICS OF THE CAR-PEDAL CYCLE

COLLISION

The motions of a cyclist when i-rit by a car
v/ere described in the report on the first
Adelaide in-depth str-rdy (Robertson et aI.,
L966) - The accidents reported here were
consistent with this earlier descriptÍon.
The pedal cyclist experi-ences a similar
sequence of impacts to that of the pedes-
trj-an, with the exception that the cyclist,
being slightly higher off the ground, tends
to recelve fractures of the femur rather
than of the pelvis. The risk of injury
to the cyclist's fo'¡/er 1eg is determined
largely by the position of the pedal when
the rider is hit by the front of the car.
If the pedal is high, the rider's foot will
be at or above bumper height in the case of
a fuIl-size bicycle.

5.4 CONSEOUENCES OF INJURIES TO PEDAL

CYCLI STS

LE}ÏGTH OF HOSPITAL STAY

Sixty-one per cent of these cycli-sts were
admj-tted to hospital as a result of being
involved i-n the accident. One third of
those who were admitted were there for
less than one week, but half of them v¡ere
still hospitalized one month after their
accident.

PERIOD OF RESTRICTION OF NORMAL ACTTVITIES

One cyclist uras not injured, and four
others were not incapacitated in any r\ray
by their i-njuries. Three others were
restricted from carrying out their normal
activities for fess than one weel<, six for
up to three weeks, and seven for more than
three months. One of the two cyclists
for whom this information was not obtained
v¡ould be expected to have been incapacit-
ated for more t.han three months,

EXTENT OF RESIDUAL DISAB]LITY

Two- thirds of these cyclists had no
residual disability as a consequence of
the accident. Seven rid.ers \,Jere left
with a minor permanent disability and. one,
a chiId, was severely disabled.

5.5 CRASH HELMETS FOR CYCLISTS

Most of the head injuries sustained Ín
these acciden'Ls could have been prevented,
and the severity of the remainder lessened,
had the cyclist been wearing a suitable
crash helmet. Consequently there is a
need to encourage cyclists to wear a
crash helmet and to make available the
informatíon necessary for them to be able
to select a helmet vrhich vrj-ll provide an
adequate levef of protection. The current
Australian Standard for General Purpose
Protective Helmets (AS 2063) was developed
to meet the needs of the pedal cyclist,
among other users, and helmets advertised
as being for use by cyctists shouLcl be
required to comply with this Stanclard and,
accordingly, to carry the Standards Assoc-
iation of Australia sea1.

Such helmets are not readily avail-
able for adults and the situati-on is even
worse for children. Furthermore, the
retail prices of apparently suitable
helmets is often exceptionally high when
compared to that for the more substantiaf
helmet designed for use by notorcyclists.
If the availabiLity of helmets for cyclists
can be j-mproved, schools would appear to
have a useful role to play in encouraging
children to wear a crash helmet when cyc-
ling to anC from schoof. They may even
be able to institute rental schernes v¡here-
by the school owns the helmets which are
then rented to the children. A scheme
of this type could overcon.e the diffic-
ulties inherent in providing a well-fitting
heLmet for a rapi-dly-growing child over a
period of several years by ensuring that
the rpoolr of helr¡.ets contains a suitable
range of sizes.
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6. THE PEDAL CYCLE

6.I PRI¡1ARY SAFETY

COI{SPICUITY OF THE CYCLE

l4easures which increase the conspicuity ofthe pedaÌ cycle itself are likety to bemore effective than those which ãre intend_ed to_make the cyclist more conspicuous/if only because the tatter rely þrimariíyon the cyclist being wiÌling to, or remem_bering to, vrear brightly-coioured clothingor a special garment such as a ffuorescent
orange vest. The characteristics of thebicyclerby comparison, are 1ess subject tochange from day to day

Two of the three bícycles invoÌvedin accidents at night in this survey didnot have lights, nor did al_most two--thj_rdsof the total sampl_e of 22 cycles. Theseobservations tend to support the provision,
as original equipment, of reflectõrs on thepedals and on the rvheels, as specified inthe Australian Standard for pedal cycles(AS 1927).

BRÄKING PERFORMANCE

amend the relevant Australian Standard(AS 1927 ) to incorporate a required levelof braking performance in wet vreather, as
recornmended in the reporÈ on motorcycle
and bicycle safety by the House of Ê.epre-sentatives Standing Committee on RoadSafety.

IIAI\]DLEBAR TYPE ÀND WIDTF]

þlith- one exception, none of the cyclistsin this survey was involved in ttrãir acci_dent because of any characteristics of thehandlebars fitted to their bicycle. Theexception v/as an accident (154j in whj-chtwo teenage girls fell from a child's
bi-cycle while travelling down a steep hi1l.This bicycle vras fitted with both 'hi-riserr handl-ebars and a 'sissy bar' at therear of the seat. tt is likely that the
'sissy bar' made it very difficult forthe passenqer to jump off the bicycle,
which she did when she thought thã rider
had lost control, and the hándlebar type
may have accentuatecl the rider's cfiffic-ulties. The major factor in thj_s acci_dent, however, was the attempt by twogirls to ride fast on a biclcle-which
v/as too small for either one of them rid_ing alone.

Conspicuity by day can be increased
by the fitti-ng of fl_uorescent orange safetyflags mounted on flexible rods. Ín addit-ion to attracting a driverrs attention tothe presence of the cyclist, these flags
can be seen over the top of a car, whióhcan warn a driver that a cyclì_st may beabout to cross his path from behind astationary car at an intersection. Thiscan be of particular vafue in the case ofthe small child cyclist, who may not beable to see over the top of the stationarycar.

TABLE I I : TYPES OF HANDLEBARS ON PEDAL CYCLES BY TYPE OF ACCIDENT

Type of Hand febar of Acci-dentT TotaI
e LO VJ c

Dropped, or racing
Touring
SÈraight
Straight (wide)
Hi-riser

B

4

4

2

4

6

3

3

2

3

2

I
1

1

Total

26.

5 T7 22

TÌre types of handlebars on these 22pedal cycles are listed in Tal--Ie 1l togeth-
er: ...ith the type of accident. There wasno obvious association between hancll-ebar
type and accident type, afthough the numberof accj-dents is very 1ow in moit of thecefls in this Tabl-e.



REAR VTSION MIRROR

The cyclists who were involved in an acci-
dent because they turned across the path
of an overtaking vehicle may not have act-
ed ín this way had they hail available, and
rnade use ofr an effectlve rear vision
¡nirror on their bicYcle.

6.2 SECONDARY SAFETY

EFFECT OF LOAD ON STABILITY

A heavy school bag strapped to a rear
carrier may have been a factor in a school
girl losing control of a bícycle on a fast
dor¿n hill run in one of the accldents in
this survey (Acciileng 2L4',. The effects
of such loads on the stability of a
bicycle are worthlz of further investigation.

The role of the pedal cycle in ínjury
causation appears, on the basis of the
information available in these accidents,
to be of relatively mínor imporÈance when
compared to the characteristics of the
striking vehicle and to the consequences
of the cyclíst being thrown to the road
surface. The one severe injury that may,
possibly, have been due Èo the bicycle
being accelerated sideways by the striking
car has been noted in Section 5.2 of this
report (Accident J.77) .
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7. ROAD AND TRAFFIC FACTORS

About two-thirds of these accidents occur-
red on arteriaf roads or on central-city
traffic routes. Six accidents happened
on focal-access streets in residential
areas and the remaining tv¡o accidents were
on resi-denÈial streets which v¡ere used as
cof l-ector roads.

All of the accidents on residential
streets or collector roads involved
cyclists who were under 18 years of age
and rvho were legally at fault. The
accidents on arterial roads or city traf-
fic routes hrere more lik-ely to have been
a consequence of errors made by both the
cyclist and the driver or rider of the
other vehicle. The three cars which
were travelling well- in excess of the
speed limit were on arterial roads.

BTCYCLE PATHS, FOOTPÃTHS AND RIDING
AGATNST THE TRÀFF]C

Separation of the cyclist. from motorized
traffíc would obviously reduce the freq-
uency of many of the coflisions of the
types observed in this survey. Bicycle
paths perform this function of separation
but it is not always, or even oftèn,practicable to provide such paths.

Making it 1egal for cyclists to ride
on the footpath rather than on the road
itself, and encouraging them to d.o so,
can be regarded as a partial substitute
for separate bicycle paths. There are

The road surface appeared to play only a
minor role in the causation of these þedafcycle accidents (see A.ccident 284). Never-
theless the pedal cycle is affected more
by irregularities in the road surface than
is any other vehicfe. Consequently there
is good reason to pay particular atlention
to the quality of the surface at the sicles
of the carriageway, thereby enabling the
cyclist to keep well_ to the left and at
the same tíme not to be distracted by
having to watch for irregularities in the
road surface.

the approaching vehicl-es and thereby
ss prone to turn suddenly across their
th.

QUALITY OF' THE ROAD SURFACE

PHASING OF TRAFFTC STGNALS

CONTROL OF TRÄ,FFIC SPEEDS

1e
pa

A major factor in one of the accidents(I07) in this survey was the inability of
a cyclist when turning right to clear asignalised intersection before oncoming
traffic was free to move. The difficul-
ties which slowly-moving vehicles may have
at some signalised intersections are well-
known, but are not always adequately
provided for. The pedal cyclist is at aparticular disadvantage because, unlike
a heavy vehicle such as a truck, it is not
easy for other drivers to see that the
cyclist is stil1 in the intersection.at least t\¡/o potential sa

associated with the use o
fety problems
f the footpath
f a collisionby

wi th a pedestrian and with a vehicle
a cyclíst: the risk o

entering or leaving private property, but
neither of these two types of col_lision
is likely to be as severe as those which
now occur on the road itself. Further-
more, not a1I fpotpat-hs are suitable for
cycling, for reasons such as non-mountable
kerbing at intersections. Even so, the
child cyclist might well be required to
ride on the footpath wherever it j_s
practicable for them to do so, if only
because by so doing following drivers
would be given considerably more warning
that the young cyclj_st is turning across
their path than is now the case.

Unexpected turning manoeuvres by
child cyclists might be reduced in fieq-
uency if it were legal for the cyclist
to ride on the right-hand side oi the
road, against the traffic flow. The
natural- initíal reaction to such a sugg-
estion is one of alarm or incredulity but,
if adopted, it would not have much eifect
on the severity of any collision which
did occur and it woul-d make it much more
likely that the cyclist would be looking

It is obvious that rnany of these accidents
were a consequence, in part, of the con-
siderabl-e difference in travelling speeds
bet\^/een the pedal cycle and a car or
motorcycle. A reduction in the urban
area speed limit of I0 km/h, from 60 to
50 km/h, may be accompanied by a reduction
of perhaps one-seventh in the frequency
of pedal cycle accidents, based on the-
accidents investigated in this survey.
The impact speeds in those collisions
which st-iI1 happen are also 1ikely to be
reduced and this woul_d result in less
severe j-njuríes being inflicted on the
cyclists "

The three accídents in which a car
was.exceeding the 60 km/h speed lirnit by
a wide margin (25 to 35 km/h) are not
included in the above estimated reducti_on
in accident frequency since such behaviour
is unlikely to be affected significantly
by a 10 km/h reduction in the speed limit.
There is a strong case for attempting to
reduce the frequency of driving offences
of this type, because the speeding driver
may well be as great a hazard to other road
users as the one who is intoxicated.
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8. CONCLUSIONS

Many of these accidents were the result of
a careless, impulsive manoeuvre by a child
cyclist. Their accidents were very simi-
lar, in this respect, to those involving
child pedestrians, except that the young
cycfj-sts were involved in accidents on
residential streets / vJhereas the corres-
ponding pedestrian accidents were all on
arterial roads.

The adult cyclists v/ere involved in
accidents on arterial roads or on traffic
routes in the central city. While most
of them made some error which contributed
to, or was the major cause of, their
accident-involvement, the driver of the
car also was fikely to have been drj-ving
in an unsafe manner.

Three-fifths of the drivers or motor-
cyclists whose vehicles collided with a
pedal cycle were mal-es under 23 years of
age. Drivers who committed an offence
against the Road Traffic Act were much more
likely to be charged than rr¡ere the cyclì-sts,
even allowing for the fact that most of
the offending cyclj-sts r¡/ere juveniles.

Neither alcohol intoxication nor the
effect of any other drug was a refevant
factor in any of these accidents.

Eight cyclists were relatively incon-
spicuous when viewed from the approach
path of the other party j-n the collision.
Most of these eight ríders were adults.

Almost all of the cyclists were
injured, and those vrho v/ere sustaj-ned an
average of four to five separate injuries
per person. The head vras the most freq-
uently injurecl body region, with 90 per
cent of these injuries being concussi-on,
One fifth of the riders were hospitalized

for more than a month; one third were
prevented, by their injuries, from carrying
out their normal activities for a period
of more than three months, and a similar
proportion v¡ere left with a permanent
disability which in one case was severely
incapacitating.

One half of the injuries sustained
by these cyclists vrere caused by contact
with the road surface, but two-thirds of
the severe injuries were caused by the
striking vehicle. The front bumper bar
and the leading edge of the bonnet and
front mudguards r¡/ere associated with these
severe injuries. The upper surface of
the bonnet and the area immediately to the
rear, at the base of the windscreen, vrere
contacted by some cyclists, and these
impacts were likely to be to the cyclist's
head.

The style of the handlebars fitted
to the pedal cycle did not appear to be
an important factor, v/ith one possible
exception. The poor brak-ing performance
of calliper brakes in wet weather was the
direct cause of one cyclist's inability to
avoid a collision which he had anticípated
was likely to occur. Another accident
may have resulted largely from the unstab-
ilising effect on the cycÌe of a heavy
foad on the rear carrier.

The customary road and street layout
which makes no provision for separating the
cyclist from other vehicular traffic was
an underlying factor in rnany of these
accidents. In one accident an irregularity
in the road surface near the kerb distracted
the cyclist just as a car turned across his
path, ancl the phasing of the traffic signals
did not allow enough time for a cyclist to
clear a major intersection. Drivers who
were exceeding the speed limit by a vride
margin contributed to the occurrence of
three collisions and. the excessive speeds
of their cars probably increased the
severity of the cyclists' injuries.
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9 . RECOMMENDATI ONS

Child cyclists are often involved in accr-
dents bècause they turn, without signalling
or looking, across the path of an overtak-
ing car. Even though this essentially
imþulsive behaviour may be difficult to
modify, it is recommended that:

The inabilitY of a cYclist, who was
turning right, to clear a signalised inter-
section before oncoming traffic was free
to move was an important factor in one of
the accidents in this survey. The need
to allow for slow-moving vehicles when
setting the phasing of traffic signals is
well-known, but this accident indicates
that:

Thøttø Lt a nøød l.ct ønduttø Í.[ta-t thø
pha,sing oI tno-d$Le dignctL^ aLLoNA'.tuÁÁLc|ønt fLmø {ott 4 

^Lot't)-movLngvølticL¿ 
^uch 

aL e PødaL cuc'Le to
cLøatt thø inten¿øctíon ,sa'(øLq.

Many of these accidents were, in
part, a consequence of the di-fference in
lravelling speeds of the pedal cycle and
the other vehicle. If this speed dj-ff-
erential were reduced., some of these acci-
dents may have been avoided and the
severity of the cyclist's injuries would
have been reduced in those accidents
which still occurred. Therefore it is
recommended that:

Con¿idøtta'tíon bø gLvøn to ct

nøductíon ttI thø u,Lba"n a"tLz.a

^pø¿d 
Limít- dttom 60 to 50 l¿m/l'1.

Three drivers were unable to avoid
a pedal cyclist partly because they were
travelling at a speed far in excess of
the speed limit. The speeding driver
may be as great a hazard to other road
users as the one who is intoxicated.
Therefore it is recommended that:

[4øa"tun¿,s thaL can bø thown to be
ø(døctívø ín nøducLnS tLLg dnøc1uøneq
wiLh u¡l'tích d¡Lvøtt¿ tnavøL at a

^pøød $a-n in LX:ø^A o [ Í.hø .,sytøød
Límit bø 'stttongX-U Auppo)Ltød '

The qualitY of the road surface
was not a major factor in the causation
of any of these accidents, but it did
play a role in one case. llevertl-reless
it appears to be reasonable to expect that
the cyclist will be more likely to keep
well to the teft, and less likely to be
distracted by the need to watch for irreg-
ularities in the road surface, if that
part of the roadway is rvell maintained,
and so ít is recommended that:

Att a^¿ø,stm¿nt bø madø o( thø øxtønt
Í.o whích thø clua.Lífq o[ thø ttoa-d

^uL6acø 
a,diacønt to t\tø l¿øttb ha's

tn(øtr1 Lm'¡tl-íco'tLctn^ 60)L thø pøda'L
cq eX-it t .

The cyclist was relatively inconspic-
uous in eigirt of these collísions, and
most of these eight riders were adults.
I¡]hile some measures can be taken by the
cyclist to improve his conspicuity, such

Roctd 'sa.[øLt! p)LogtLcLmmø^ ó

cqcX-Lat,s ønpLto,,sLt"ø thø n

Áon ov ø¡talzLng tna"{ (íc ct

Àísna"L bødrtnø ata.ntíng t
actro¿,1 4 )Load øhøn thø w

to bø cL¿rlL.

Àlthough the cYclists involved in
these accidents were a\^¡are of the relevant
sections of Èhe Road Traffic Act, only one
of the 15 v¡ho committed an offence against
this Act was prosecuted. On the assump-
tion that this failure to lay charges is
likely to encourage continuing disregard
of thé road traffic lavs by these cyclists,
we endorse the recommendation of the Flouse
of Representatives Standing Comrnittee on
Road Safety that:

Stttictøtt ønIoncønønf o( noad ttuLø¿
a'¡t¡cLqíng to- cqclíat.t be ínp'Lem¿nÍzd.

Physical separation of the cycli-st
from othèr vehicular traffic v¡ould eli¡n-
inate the possibility of the occurrence of
many of the coÌlisions observed in this
survey. For this reason it is recommended
that:

Thø pnovLtion o( bLeqcLø po"Í.ha bø
Q,ncourLagød ín ø¿Íttb.LL.thed a-ttøa's,
a-nd b¿ nøcluLttød Ln n¿w devø'Lopmønt':,

Because of the obvious difficulties
in providing bi.cycle paths in estaL'lished
areas, it is recommended that:

It bø made, LøgaL {ctn a cqcLL¿t to
ttLdø on thø [ctctÍ.path and thnt'
dub jøct fo a'døc¡uatø wanning. o( tl'tø
ttLtl¿ o ( co LI,iaíon^ Llith pødølÍ)Liz-n^
and wLth va-l/LLcLøA zntøníng and l-¿av-
ing pn-Lva"Í.ø dttLvøwaqa, cqcLi'sta bø
ønôounagød to u^ø l'[tø {rtotpa-tLt
na.tl'te-tt lLtan thø noadwaLl u)l'LønøvØtL

ít i.t convøni¿nt [on Í.|'tem Ío drt ¿rt '

Child cyclists, as noted above, are
often involved in accidents because they
turn, without looking, across the path of
an overtaking car. Consequently it is
recommended that:

Con,:Ldøtætíon bø gLvøn to a'n øvaL-
urLtLctn o I tLtø ta-[øtt1 LmpLLccLtíonl
ct$ a..LLowLng cqeLídtt" to ttídø ttn
f.Ltø ttíglxt hand 'tidø ttd thø ttoad,
adja-cønt f.o thø høtb, t"ct Í.LLat thøq
aJL¿ l-o0lzLng toutandt, nathøn than
ctwaq dttom, a"p'¡tttctachLng motorL
v øltLcLøt ,

o¡- chL!-d
øød to.Loob
nd fhøn tct
o tu¡n
0.q (pp¿a)L^
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as by wearing an orange vest, it is likely
that improvements to the conspicuity of
the bicycle will be more effective, if
only because they are present regardless
of any action on the part of the rider.
The Australian Standard for Pedal Cycles
(AS 1927) includes specifications for the
placement of reflectors on cycles, and so
it is recommended that I

ComplLancø toLÍ.h AS 1927 bø tøc1uínød
undørL SectLon 62 od tltø Tttadø Pnac-
ticø¿ Aet,

This recomrnendation was also made by Èhe
uouse of Representatives Standing Com¡nittee
on Road Safety. (Section 62 prohih,its
the supply of goods which the Mini-ster has
declared to be unsafe.)

In these accidents more cyclists
were inconspicuous in the daytime than at
night. The daytime conspicuity of a
bicycle is enhanced by the fitting of a
ffuorescent orange pennant mounted on a
1,5 metre high flexj,bÌe wand, and so it is
recommended that:

Tltø {ítting o( [Luott¿,scønt o)Lclngø
aa,døtq $.Lag's f.o pøda,.L ctlcLø,s bø
¿nc o ulLa,g ød b q ap p,L o lr,Lia,f.ø pub I-LcLt q
c(Lmpa.Lgn^.

one cycl-ist was unable to avoÍd a
collision because his calliper-type brakes
\dere not effective vthen wet. This case
reinforces the recommendation of the
House of Representatives Standíng Comm-
ittee that:

T h¿ Sta.ndct,Ldt AL A o cíaiírt n o {
Aut" t¡taL,ía gív ø ,s uLio uA co nA i.derL-
ctiíctn to ctmøndíng Aultttal-ia"n
Stctnda.ttd 1927 (1978) to '¡tttovíde dctn
cLlslrlLop)Liat¿ Løv¿.L¿ o$ tttøt w¿aÍ.høtt
b ttctlzíng p øtL í o )Lna,nc¿.

Because child cyclists often turn
without first looking for foflowi.ng traf-
fic, it is recommended that:

An øvaLucttion be mctde od the vaLue
o{ a nzan vL¿íon mí¡tttct¡t on a. bLeqclø

A heavy load on a rear-mounted carr-
ier may have contributed to the loss of
stability of a bicycfe on a steep dov¡nhill
slope, It is therefore recommended that:

3r.

Thø ø$gøcfl o( Í.lte- X,ctcaÍ.ion and
method o(.attachment o{ a l+ectvq
LrtcLd ctn tLt¿ ¿t.o.biX-ífq oó a bícqeX,ø
b¿ ínvøltLga.lød wLth a víøw to Íh¿
døv eLopmønt o (¡ ttøcommøndatio n¿ (ott
,sade !-oad- catnqing ytttacLLcøa .

Head injuries were the most corlmon
type of injury sustained by these cyclists,
and most of the severe head injuries rvere
caused by striking the head on the road.
This emphasises the need for adequate head
protection, and so it is recommended that:

C on'¡t.Líancø wítl¿ f.he- Au,s tttctlLa"n
Stctndand (1ott G ønetaX, Puttytct t e
Pnotøc,tívø H¿LnøL,s IAS 20631 b¿
nøcluLttød $on anq ltte.LmøL advøttt-
L¿ød ott toLd don u^¿ bq cqcLL,st,s,
a-nd fLta-t. cqeLLtta bø øncounagød
to wøan ,sueh a høX-møt.

At least three factors act to limit
the use of crash hefrnets by cyclists,
These are: cost, availability and, for
children, a need for periodic changes in
the size of the hefmet to ensure a satis-
factory fit, Consequently it is recomm-
ended that:

An Lnv¿,stiga-tíon bø eonductød
Lnto wctq,s to ¡tødueø thz ¡ttticø and
inctt¿ct^ e thø avniL-abíXLtq , panÍ-
LculctnX-q dcttt chLLdtte.n, o d ctta':h
h¿.Lmøft whiclt eorn'pLq utítlL AS 20ó3,
a-nd tlnat, whøn ¿uLttLbLø I'tøX-net¿
bøcon¿ a-va"iLabLø, ¿cho oI-¿ conLL[Q.)L
in¿títuling nøntaL- .tchømø,s {ott
ctlcLí,std' e¡tabl't ltøLn¿t,s do.,t u,sø bq
thøín rtud¿nt¿ who eqc.Lø to ctnd

{nom 's ehct o X-.

The front of the striking car caused
most of the severe injuries sustained by
the cyclists in these accidents. The lead-
ing edge of the bonnet and front mudguards
fracture the cyclistrs femur and the area
at tl-re base of the v¡indscreen j-s struck by
the cyclist's head. Consequently,as in
the companion report on pedestrian accidents,
it is recommended that:

At th.ø initLnl dø,sLgn 
^La.gQ.,account bø tctlr¿øn od thø nøød to

ttzdu¿ø gtøatXl4 thø t-n
íaX- od Íl'tø $nont ct( t
øxtending baelz ad (a,tt
wLnd¿ cttøøn.

ua-q potønt-
¿ cdlL,
cLA t|Lø

J
It
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APPEI{DIX: Legend f or Scale Plans.

Semí-trailer Separation line

Kerb/Stop line

Rr-l

E¡

d!

6

2^

q"

Car
Unkerbed pavement edge

Small car Lane rnarklngs

-------- Boundary/Fence

Motor cycle on side

Pedal eycle on side
Traffic signals

Subscripts denote
aecident sequence Type qf sÈreet lamp:

fluorescent

a -----o mercury vaPour

H

Unit number wi-th
subseript lndicatíng
time sequence

Utility pole

U Unlnvolved vehicle
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